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Our Store is replete with things for 
the Christmas-tide: 
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*.f.. WATCH for the Big Lucky DOLLAR :+ -.-. 
:i:  
3.: 	in next Saturday 's Paper y., 
t If you are a housewife and want to cut short your kitchen work, :k 
is or a man and want your wife to work less, this Lucky Dollar is e 
Y. important to you. It is worth as much as an actual dollar. 	 S 
1 	 *. 
X 	

With it you can put a splendid Hastings Cabinet into your kitchen :t. 
k at once, positively without paying a cent down. The Hastings is the A 

.. 	' 	
.t. 

e. finest kitchen cabinet made because it has more than 40 actual ways .. 
*:• of showing you how the very things you have to do day after day •: A 
X  
•• in your kitchen can be done easier and quicker. 
+ 
Y 
*:: 	New Women's Club is Formed 

We have just  formed an Acquaintance Club whose membership 

X is limited to  50 Dwight housewives, because Only 50 Hastings Cabinets 

t haN e  been alloted to this sale. As the club will include the leading 

4 housekeepers in the city it is a distinction to any woman to belong. 
. The club is not exclusive. Any woman can join—that is, if you are 

5: one of the first 50. So it is important that you watch for the Lucky 
..,.. Dollar next Saturday and act promptly. See our fine window display 

*,:, and demonstration of Hastings Cabinets. Regular retail prices prevail 

*t
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 at this sale. 
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Some Christmas Suggestions 
• VICTROLAS, $15.00 TO $250.00 KINDEL BEDS 

:: DAVENPORT 	 LARGE LEATHER ROCKER 

CHRISTNAN PIANO OR PLAYER 

X MORRIS CH AIR 	 BISSEL CARPET SWEEPER 

• VACUUM CLEANER 	 WIZARD AND O'CEDAR MOPS

• 	 SEWING MACHINE (NEW HOME) 't 

+ LADIES WRITING DESK 	ELECTRIC PORTABLE LAMP 

CEDAR CHEST 	 ROCKING HORSE 

WAGONS AND SLEDS FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS 
*;* 
x GO-CARTS 
X 
+ 	 A 
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	We 	X We Furnish the Home Complete 	A A 1: 
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:r 	FURNITURE and UNDERTAKING 

• This is the Home 

ft • DWIGHT 
1; 	 ILLINOIS 

Presents pretty or practical, pretentious ones and 
those less expensive. All of them are appropriate 
and excellent value for the money. At least 
come in and look around. 

Remember Saturday's Paper---THE LUCKY DOLLAR 

A Shorter Day's Work 
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AVE you ever played "rescue 
by lifeboat?" No! Then 
it. Get a big cotton sheet 
and roughly paint on it a 

huge lifeboat manned by sailors in 
tarpaulins wielding oars with vigor. 
The boat may be bright green with red 
lines and the oars red. Make huge 
waves of green and use pale yeilow for 
foam of breakers. 

It does not take an artist for such 
work. Be as crude as you like so long 
as you get the shape of a boat and a 
man. 

From stiff white paper or heavy wa-
ter color paper draw all sorts of queer 
figures—men, women, children, ani-
mals, household goods and trunks. 
Paint with water colors and•when dry 
cut out each figure with sharp scissors. 

Over the side of the lifeboat have  a 

bending figure with hands outstretched 
as if to lift in a passenger. Between 
the hands draw a red cross as the 
point of safety. 

Pin sheet to wall and put all the fig-
ures in a big tub covered with thin 
paper painted to represent water. 
Have each guest in turn fish from this 
tub some object with a rod and hook 
such as are used in jackstraws, only 
larger. 

The figures are numbered, and the 
fishermen are obliged to write the num-
ber drawn opposite their names. This 
is written on a big card held by a child 
dressed as a coast guard. with red coat 
and cap over a bathing suit. 

The players are then blindfolded in 
turn, and after being twirled around 
several times they try to pin the figure 
rescued from the briny deep—the tub-
as near the safety red cross on the life-
boat as possible. The figure must be 
pinned on the spot first touched. Use 
large steel pins with white heads rath-
er than ordinary pins. Prizes are of- 
fered for the three players reaching 
nearest the safety point. 
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RESOLUTIONS. 
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Any number of persons may play 
"resolutions," but the game is much 
more interesting in a party of a dozen 
persons or more. 

One of its chief charms is its sim-
plicity, which will enable it to be 
played on a moment's notice. 

Seated in a circle, each member of 
the company writes upon a slip of pa-
per a resolution, suggestion or- recom-
mendation for the coming new year, 
which may be applicable to themselves 
or to any other member of the com-
pany present, or to save time they 
may fill out several slips at once. 

The slips are then placed in a hat. 
and one member of the company is 
chosen to read them aloud, picking 
them at random from the hat. They 
should be made to apply to each per-
son in the circle in turn, beginning 
with the person seated to the left of 
the reader. Before reading each slip 
the reader should always announce 
the name of the person to whom it is 
to apply. 

The reader may be changed with 
'each round if desired. 

As may be imagined, with a num-
ber of people playing, the resolutions 
are seldom applicable to the person to 
whom they happen for the moment to 
be applied and often present the most 
incongruous contrasts. As a result the 
fun is fast and furious. 
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ADVERBS. 	0 
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"Adverbs" is a very amusing game 
when there are witty people among 
the players. One of the players goes 
out of M. ,  room, and the rest sit 
around in a semicircle. The outsider 
has to ask a question of each person 
in turn, and the answer must embody 
the adverb. 

Supposing that "boastfully" is cho-
sen and that a player will reply that 
he has got the best motor iu town and 
that he drives faster than any one 
else and yet he never has an accident. 
If a lady is asked if she likes dancing 
she will say that all her partners tell 
her she is as light as a feather and 
that she danced with the king the 
night before. 

When the outsider has gone all 
around the circle he must divulge the 
word if he has given it. and the poison 
through whom he guessed it must go 
out in his place. "Sulkily." "madly." 
"conceitedly," "gloomily," are all good 
words for this game. "Sarcastically" 
is one of the best. and "epigrammat-
ically" would be first rate If the play -

ers were capable of carrying it out. 

PARTIES FOR LITTLE GIRLS. 

Delightful Afternoon 111,-, Be Enjoyed 
With Doll Show. 

For little girls especially  there is a 
new doll show, and on this occasion 
any number may be invited to come 
and bring their doilies in their car-
riages. Mother will have to arrange 
a room or hall when this procession of 
little mothers is to take place. Then, 
when all have arrived, they may form 
in a line and wheel their coaches 
around and around from hall to living 
room and back if possible. A small re-
freshment table should be arranged 
where the dollies can make believe to 
partake of goodies while the little 
guests are being served. Each doll 
should be awarded a prize for some 
particular beauty—one for the prettiest 
eyes, another for her lovely curls, a 
third for her new hat, and so on—so 
that none are omitted, and the prizes 
may be small packages of remnants 
for doll clothes, a new sash ribbon and 
a  few yards of lace for trimmings 
(since all little girls sew for their.dolls 
and would be delighted with these spe-
cial pieces). 

Where children are interested in 
some particular kind of handwork it 
will give them a lot of pleasure to be 
invited for an afternoon to learn some-
thing new about it. This idea would 
be especially interesting to little girls. 
but some one at home would naturally 
have to be prepared to instruct them. 
The materials should be supplied. 
They will make the most dainty of 
souvenirs of a happy afternoon. 

The same plan may be carried out 
for an afternoon • of doll dressmaking, 
when the souvenirs may be new thim-
bles or little sewing bags. In any 
event, the matter of new dresses does 
not have to be considered. 

KNIGHT OF THE WHISTLE. 

More of  a Trick Than  a  Game. but 

There's Lots of Fun In  it. 
"The knight of the whistle" is the 

name by which a most . amusing 
game is known. The game is really a 
trick. The victim of it is told that the 
game consists in passing a whistle 
around a circle of players who are 
seated, while one standing in the mid-
dle is required to find it by its sound 
as it is blown from time to time. Who-
ever "counts out" for the game must 
arrange that the player in the middle 
is some one who does not know the 
trick, which is played thus: The whis-
tle is fastened to one end of a string 
about a foot and a half long, at the 
other end of which is a bent pin. The 
pin is hooked into the clothes of the 
player in the middle of the ring, so that 
the whistle always hangs behind hits. 
It is blown by some one, and the seek-
er turns quickly to find it, thus carry-
lug it in front of some one else, who 
blows it again. 

The victim of the trick is thus kept 
turning from side'to side until he dis-
covers the deception. The pin can be 
hooked into his clothes without his no-
ticing it by making him kneel down 
and close his eyes and then, after go-
ing through a mock ceremony, declar-
ing him a "knight of the whistle" and 
striking him on the back. While this is 
going on the whistle can be attached 
to him unobserved. The players should 
pretend to pass the whistle from one 
to another to heighten the illusion. 
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	 AN ANIMAL PARTY. 	
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An animal party is an amusing game 
for the evening. You must prepare 
a list of different animals, writing each 
clearly in a line by itself and number 
them according to the number of 
guests. You must also have small 
slips of paper, numbered to correspond 
with the list of animals. These slips 
must be folded so that the numbers do 
not show and put in a bowl. To each 
Person are given a large sheet of brown 
wrapping paper and a colored crayon 
pencil, and then the slips are drawn. 
Each unfolds the slip drawn and refers 
to the list of animals, which shoUld 
be pinned up in a conspicuous place, 
for the corresponding number. About 
ten minutes are allowed for the draw-
ings, when they are passed in, each 
drawing hearing the number, but no 
name. The drawings are then pinned 
up and the judgment is passed. 

Every one casts a vote. The number 
of the one who gains most is then call-
ed out, and the person whose slip cor-
responds to that number receives a 
prize. Such an entertainment will fur. 
nish much fun if ingenuity is display-
ed in preparing the list of animals. 
which should include some that are 
out of the ordinary line and unfamil-
iar. If the number of guests is greater 
than the number of animals there can 
be duplicates. Prizes might also be 
offered for the funniest drawing. 
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A delightfully laughable Christmas 
game is called "the lord of misrule." 
Some one—usually one of the larger 
boys—is given a spray of holly. What-
ever the person holding the holly does 
other players must Imitate exactly. 
No antics in which the holly leader in-
dulges must stump his followers. 
They follow him if he jumps under 
furniture, over chairs or benches or 
waltzes or turkey trots around the 
1.0015. They even Imitate the grimaces. 
When the Inventions Of one holly lead-
er have given out some other member 
of the,  company will volunteer for the 
position. Any one who should like to 
lead the company a merry dance around 
the should be allowed to have a 
turn at it. 
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LAW 
Wills f 

Probate Matters 
Settlement of Estates 
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PHONE 329 	 DWIGHT, ILL.  is 
ORR  & BOYER 

INSURANCE 
Fire 
Tornado 
Life 
Accident 
Live Stock 
Hail 

REAL ESTATE 
Renting 
Leasing 
Selling 
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We thank all our customers for their patronage 
in 1913 and respectfully solicit your busi-

ness for the coming year. We aim at all times 
to please you and we take a little pride in the 
fact that the lines we handle have always given 
universal satisfaction in the past years. It will 
be to our mutual advantage if you will come to 
our store before spring opens up"and let us figure 
with you on just what you want. 

CHRISTOPHER BROTHERS 

FEED STORE 	 Phone 63 	 IMPLEMENTS 
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THE ONE BIG 

JEWELRY and 
HOLIDAY STOCK 

IS SHOWN IN PONTIAC BY 

C. A. McGregor & Sons 
THOUSANDS OF BEAUTIFUL GIFTS 

Many unusual articles---the very 
things you have been looking for. ff. 

REMEMBER--Our goods are marked in plain 

prices. We sell only guaranteed lines. We con-

sider it a pleasure to show you our stock whether 

you wish to purchase or not. 

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
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